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Abstract. The report presents a heterogeneous-player strategy used in 
LsuAmoyNQ team. We use fuzzy evaluation to evaluate all heterogeneous 
players of various roles, and construct a fuzzy inference system to dynamically 
select equal heterogeneous players for various roles. The simulation 
experiments and competition results show the heterogeneous-player strategy is 
feasible and effective. 
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1   Introduction 

LsuAmoyNQ is established by Department of Electrical & Computer Engineering, 
and Center for Computation & Technology, Louisiana State University, USA, and 
Automation Department, Xiamen University, China, in September, 2008. The 
Automation Department of Xiamen University, China, established AmoyNQ team in 
2003, and participated actively in the previous Robocup and Inter-Open with good 
results. AmoyNQ took the 4th place [1] in RoboCup 2008 and 1st place [2] in  
RoboCup China Open 2008. 

In order to adapt to the changes of the latest version of rcssserver on the model of 
heterogeneous players, we have adopted a new heterogeneous-player strategy. The 
strategy uses fuzzy evaluation to obtain the evaluation results of all heterogeneous 
players on various roles, and constructs a fuzzy inference system to dynamically 
select equal heterogeneous players for various roles. 

2 Fuzzy Evaluation and Fuzzy Inferrence 

Fuzzy evaluation model [3] consists of factor setU , evaluation setV , and evaluation 
matrix R

�
. According to the known factor set 1 2{ , ,..., }mU u u u=  and evaluation set 1 2{ , ,..., }nV v v v= , 

the weight of every factor is assigned to the fuzzy subset 1 2 mW = (w ,w ,...,w )
�

 ofU , while iw  
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i
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=� .  The simple element evaluation of 
the No. i  factor is the fuzzy relation 1 2( , ,..., )i i i inR r r r
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 from U to V , so the m-dimension 



evaluation matrix can be ( )ij m nR r ×=
�

. Therefore the synthetic evaluation is 1 2( , , , )nB W R b b b= = ⋅⋅⋅�
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, 
and it is one of the fuzzy subset ofV . In the formula, W R�

��
 is defined as generalized 

fuzzy synthetic operation between W
�

 and R
�
, which can be individually adopted to 

main factor determination model ( , )∧ ∨ , outstanding main factor model ( , )∨� , and 
weighted average model ( , )⊕� , etc. 

Substantively, fuzzy inference system [4] is a parametric nonlinear mapping, and 
uses a group of rules to reflect the functional relationship between inputs and outputs. 
Its mainly includes a set of in-out-puts, the corresponding fuzzy language variable set, 
and a Rules Set. The format of the rule is shown in formula (01) below: 

i i i i i
1 1 m m 1 1 n n:  S  is  L     S  is  L  T h en  Y  is  O     Y  is  OiR If ∧ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∧ ∧ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∧  (1) 

Here, iR  presents the NO. i  rule in the rules set. 1 2 mS S S S= × ×⋅⋅⋅×  is a set of inputs and 
( {1,..., })jY j n∈  is a set of outputs in fuzzy inference system. i

jL  is the fuzzy language 
variable of input variable jS  while  i

jO  is that of jY  in rule iR . The membership 
function of i

jL  is marked as j

i
Lµ . 

3 Heterogeneous Players Strategy 

3.1   Fuzzy Evaluation on Heterogeneous Player 

To better simulate the real football game, heterogeneous player begins to be imported 
into Soccer Server from the 7th version. Some parameters which are randomly 
generated during the game are used to reflect kinds of ability of heterogeneous player. 
Proceeding from the vital importance to the ability of playing games of a soccer robot 
team, how to ultimately and beastly utilize the heterogeneous player is a problem 
every designer should solve. In the newest SoccerServer, 17 kinds of heterogeneous 
player besides homogeneous player are available, each reflected by 11 parameters. 
After the detailed analysis of every parameter and the motion model of SoccerServer, 
we adhibit an evaluation factor set U  = {Max_Speed, Accelerate, Stamina_Consume, 
Stamina_Resume, Kick_Area, Turn_Inertia}. These six factors can be computed as in 
the formulas (02)-(07). The evaluation set V  adopts a three-grade comments set, and 
that is V  = {good, general, bad}. 

_Max Speed=Min((dash_power_rate*effort_max*stamina_max)/(1-player_decay),player_speed_max)    (2) 

_Accelerate=ln(1-0.97*MaxSpeed*(1-player_decay)/(dash_power_rate*effort max*stamina_max))/ln(player_decay)    (3) 

_Stam Cons=(1- player_decay) dash_power_rate*effort_max                  (4) 

_Stam Res stamina_ inc_max=                                                                            (5) 

_Kick Area=kickable_margin+player_size+ball_size                                           (6) 

 _Turn Iner=1/(1+MaxSpeed* player_decay*inertia_moment)                             (7) 



To build the fuzzy membership function for the factor set on the evaluation set is 
the most crucial step. By using the knowledge of football expertise and observing the 
effects in the actual game, we repeatedly modified and fixed membership function for 
six factor-focusing indicators. So, based on the parameters of every kind of player 
randomly generated by SoccerServer, we can get each player’s fuzzy relation 
matrix idR

� . To determine the weight of every factor in the factor set is also an important 
step in fuzzy comprehensive evaluation. A soccer robot team includes 11 players, 
each playing a different role. In our team, there are seven roles. They are goalie, side 
back, centre back, side midfielder, centre midfielder, side forward, and centre forward. 
Since SoccerServer prescribes that only homogeneous player can be goalie, we 
consider heterogeneous choices for other six roles. The six factor-focusing indicators 
have different weights on players of different role. According to the knowledge of 
football expertise and repeated test, we use the formulas (08)-(13) as below to fix on 
the weights of six roles. 

(0 .3 0 ,0 .1 0 ,0 .1 8 ,0 .2 7 ,0 .1 0 ,0 .0 5 )  
r d = S B

W =                              (8) 
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r d = C B

W                               (9) 
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W                            (10) 

=  (0 .2 5 ,0 .1 0 ,0 .2 0 ,0 .3 0 ,0 .0 5 ,0 .1 0 )
r d = C M

W                             (11) 

= (0 .4 0 ,0 .1 0 ,0 .1 5 ,0 .2 0 ,0 .1 0 ,0 .0 5 )
r d = S F

W                             (12) 

=  (0 .4 0 ,0 .1 0 ,0 .1 5 ,0 .2 0 ,0 .1 0 ,0 .0 5 )
rd = C F

W                             (13) 

For a role “rd”, the evaluation result of the player whose type is “id” 
is 1 2 3( , , )rd id rd id rd id rd id rd idB W R b b b− − − − − − −= =�

� ��
, in which the operation �  is weighted average model ( , )⊕� . 

To “rd”, a good membership of the “id”-type player is 1rd idb − − , a general one is 2rd idb − − , and a 
bad one is 3rd idb − − . We sort the 1rd idb − −  in a descent order for all 17 kinds of heterogeneous 
players to be candidates for role “rd”. Here we can get candidate player type matrix 

6 17Candi ×  for all roles and its corresponding weight matrix 6 17Pr i × . To better simulate the real 
soccer game, SoccerServer regulates that no more than one kind of heterogeneous 
players can be used at the same time. It always comes out that a variety of roles may 
need some certain kind of “good” type of player. 

3.2   Heterogeneous Players Strategy Based on Fuzzy Inference System 

To solve the problem above that how to distribute the same type of heterogeneous 
player among a variety of roles, what offensive and defensive strategy the team will 
take ought to be considered. In our team, we adopt enhancing defense strategy, 
balancing defense and offense, and enhancing offense strategy these three holistic 
strategies. Under different strategy, different role will get different weight to use 
heterogeneous player. According to the knowledge of football expertise and repeated 
test and revision, we compute the weight as in the formulas (14)-(16). 

Strategy=Defence (0.215,0.225,0.165,0.155,0.125.0.115)W =                (14) 



Strategy=Balance (0.165, 0.175,0.165,0.155, 0.175,0.165)W =                            (15) 

Strategy=Offence (0.115,0.125,0.165, 0.155,0.225.0.215)W =               (16) 

On the basis of the former model of fuzzy inference system, we construct a fuzzy 
inference system to dynamically choose different holistic strategy in the game. The 
premise of constructing a fuzzy inference system depends on the choice of inputs and 
outputs and the membership function. We choose match time, the score gap and 
situation three parameters as inputs. The output of a system is which strategy to 
choose. Match time is the number of cycles from the beginning of the game to current 
cycle and set to be three fuzzy variables: the beginning, the middle, the end. The score 
gap is the difference of our goal and the opponent’s goal and set to three fuzzy 
variables: behind, draw and leading. The situation is described as situation of our 
team from the beginning of the game to current cycle. It is represented by the average 
attack-defense sensitivity of the position of the ball which is set to five fuzzy 
variables: more disadvantageous, disadvantageous, near, advanced, more advanced. 
The holistic strategy is set to three fuzzy variables: enhancing defense strategy, 
balancing defense and offense, and enhancing offense strategy. The membership 
functions of inputs and outputs are shown in figure 1 below. 

 

Input one: match time                 Input two: the score gap 

Input three: situation                 Output: the holistic strategy 
Fig. 1. the membership functions of inputs and outputs 

 
The rules of fuzzy inference system is a series of language description based on the 

knowledge of football expertise and realized in the form of “If …Then …”. To 
consider the integrity, compatibility and disruptive of the rules, we establish 45 fuzzy 
rules of the conditions which base on the inputs and outputs of the system to 
constitute the rule base. For example,  

If [the match time is the beginning] and [the score gap is draw] and [the situation is 
near] Then [take balancing defense and offense strategy] 

If [the match time is the beginning] and [the score gap is draw] and [the situation is 
more disadvantageous] Then [take enhancing defense strategy] 

If [the match time is the middle] and [the score gap is behind] and [the situation is 
advanced] Then [take enhancing offense strategy] 

If [the match time is the middle] and [the score gap is leading] and [the situation is 
more advanced] Then [take balancing defense and offense strategy] 



If [the match time is the end] and [the score gap is leading] and [the situation is 
disadvantageous] Then [take enhancing defense strategy] 

If [the match time is the end] and [the score gap is behind] and [the situation is 
more advanced] Then [take enhancing offense strategy] 

Figure 2 is the simulation result of the in-out-relationship between the match time, 
the situation and the holistic strategy of the inference system in MATLAB. 

 

 
Fig. 2. the relationship between the match time, the situation and the holistic strategy 

 
Figure 3 is the simulation result of the in-out-relationship between the score gap, 

the situation and the holistic strategy of the inference system in MATLAB. 
 

 
Fig. 3. the relationship between the score gap, the situation and the holistic strategy 

 
On the above fuzzy inference system, we can dynamically choose different holistic 

strategy during the game and get a final priority matrix for the heterogeneous player 
type used by all roles 6 17 6 17 StrategyPrLPri i W× ×= � . In the formula, the operation �  means to 
multiply each line of 6 17Pr i ×  by the relative weight in StrategyW . Then traverse the Priority 
Matrix 6 17LPri ×  considering the candidate player type Matrix 6 17Candi × , and decide every 
role’s heterogeneous type in accordance with of the magnitude of the priority. When 
the holistic strategy changes, the Priority Matrix 6 17LPri ×  changes correspondingly, 
following the heterogeneous type of every role. So we can make the right adjustment 
on heterogeneous type. 



3.3   The Experimental Results 

Two teams, the simulation robot soccer team LsuAmoyNQ which bases on this 
heterogeneous strategy and the other team LsuAmoyNQ_2 which bases on random 
heterogeneous strategy, play games respectively with the top 7 teams of the  
RoboCup2008 simulation group. The results are shown in table one. 

Table 1.  The game results with different teams 

Opponent LsuAmoyNQ LsuAmoyNQ_2 
Brainstormers 12win5draw3lose 3win3draw14lose 
WrightEagle 9win7draw4lose 1win4draw15lose 

Helios 11win7draw2lose 2win6draw12lose 
Oxsy 13win4draw3lose 5win5draw10lose 

Dainamite 14win3draw3lose 6win5draw9lose 
HfutEngine 16win3draw1lose 6win6draw8lose 

OxBlue 17win3draw0lose 7win4draw9lose 
 

Table one reveals that the application of heterogeneous strategy basing on fuzzy 
evaluation and inference improves the matching ability of the team and obtains better 
results in actual game comparing with radon heterogeneous strategy. 

4   Conclusion and Future Work 

The heterogeneous strategy which based on the fuzzy evaluation and inference 
proposed in this paper can well solve the uncertainty problem brought out by the 
heterogeneous parameters randomly generated by SoccerServer and ensure that every 
role of the team can select an appropriate heterogeneous player in the game. The 
determination of the membership function of inputs and outputs in fuzzy system and 
the construction of conditions of the rules rely on the expert knowledge and need 
constantly revision and improvement. How to apply the fuzzy evaluation and 
inference in other module of agents is what we will further research. 
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